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Poetry

Plays

Movies and TV scripts

Fiction (novels, novella , short stories)

Songs

Speeches

Memoirs

Personal Essays

Welcome to your Creative Writing course at Unity Studios!

 

First let's look at Types of Creative Writing - 

 

 

 

Adventure

Classics

Fantasy

Ghost Stories

Historical

Horror

Humor

Romance

Science Fiction

Sports

 

Genres
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BRAINSTORMING
Initial ideas about Creative Writing Type, Genre & Themes

EXPAND YOUR IDEAS
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What ideas do you have for your writing?

What writing type and genre would you like to write about? 

Write as many ideas as you can think of!



TIME TO REFINE MY IDEAS!
Start to streamline your ideas ready for selecting Point of View,

Orientation, Character & Plot Development

POINT OF VIEW

Third person limited: the narrator can only reveal the thoughts, feelings and understanding of a

single character at any given time (can be transferred from character to character)

Third person limited objective: entirely objective, unbiased narration, simply reporting events as 

Third person omniscient: an all knowing narrator can reveal anything that is happening, has

happened or will happen in the world of the story.

First Person - I, me, mine, we, ours. e.g. Young Adult, The Princess Bride, The Sandlot Kids

 

Second Person - You, Yours. e.g. Choose your own adventure books

 

SECONDARY & ADULT PARTICIPANTS ONLY

 

Third Person - He, She, They, Characters names instead of I. e.g. Fairytales, Epic Fantasy

 

     they occur and allows reader to interpret what they mean

 

more at http://blog.reedy.com/guide/point-of-view/
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I'm going to write in the ________ person. This means

I'm writing from the point of view of ____________

 

Creative Writing Type ____________

 

Genre Type ______________

 

Does my story have a message or moral? 

If so, what is it?

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://blog.reedy/
http://blog.reedy/


Selecting Your Characters
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POINTS YOU WILL DISCUSS IN YOUR NEXT SESSION 
 
If you a writing a short story, you shouldn't have more
then 3 characters. 
 
The more characters you have , the more involved your
story becomes. 
 
Think about your main character? 
 
Who are they? 
 
What is their name? 
 
What adventure will they go on? 
 
 
 
Who will they meet along the way? 
 
 
 
What will they learn? 



For Primary
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Main Character
What is their name? 

 

What are they like?

 

 

Are you adding a "Baddie" or hard situation into your
story?
 

Write here about your baddie or the hard situation in

your story 

 
 
 
Sidekick or Best Friend character
What is their name? 

 

 

Does your story have a teacher or wiser older person
in it? 
 

Who are they?

 

 

How do they help your main character? 

 

 

 

 

 



For Secondary & Adults
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The Importance of Orientation: 

setting the scene
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More Structured Planning
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Revised 



More Structured Planning: Plot & Character Development

http://margdteachingposters.weebly.com/genre.html10



Sizzling Start & Tightening Tension
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A sizzling start is a beginning to a piece of writing that

immediately grabs the reader's attention and makes them

want to read more. Start where the action is. Not at the

beginning of the day where nothing is happening. Begin

when the volcano starts oozing lava or as you walk in the

door to the big disco competition. A sizzling start might

be action, dialogue or a sound.

 

 

 

Tightening tension: You must believe the hero (male or

female) will fail. The tornado is too strong, the villain is too

evil, the black forces of depression are too overwhelming.

Yet, through strength, talent and determination, somehow

our hero wins. The hero starts with a pebble (small

problem), before facing a rock (medium problem) and

then finally facing a boulder (main tension scene). This

leads up to the action climax and exciting ending.

 

 

We will discuss this at length in your sessions! Especially

for Primary participants

SIZZLING START

TIGHTENING TENSION
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https://amandawritenow.com/5-common-distracting-student-
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